Abstract. Evacuation in emergency situations can be modeled by a dynamic flow network. Two criteria have been used before: one is the evacuation completion time and the other is the aggregate evacuation time of individual evacuees. The aim of this paper is to optimize the aggregate evacuation time in the simplest case, where the network is a path and only one evacuation center (called a sink) is to be introduced. The evacuees are initially located at the vertices, but their precise numbers are unknown, and are given by upper and lower bounds. Under this assumption, we compute the sink location that minimizes the maximum "regret." We present an O(n 2 log n) time algorithm to solve this problem, improving upon the previously fastest O(n 3 ) time algorithm, where n is the number of vertices.
Introduction
Investigation of evacuation problems dates back many years [6, 15] . The goal is to evacuate all the evacuees to some sinks to optimize a certain objective function. The problem can be modeled by a dynamic flow network whose vertices represent the places where the evacuees are initially located and the edges represent possible evacuation routes. Associated with each edge is the transit time across the edge and its capacity in terms of the number of people who can traverse it per unit time [6] . A completion time k-sink, a.k.a. min-max k-sink, is a set of k sinks that minimizes the time until every evacuee evacuates to a sink. If the edge capacities are uniform, it is straightforward to compute a completion time 1-sink in a path network in linear time, as shown by Cheng and Higashikawa et al. [5, 8] . Mamada et al. [16] solved this problem for a dynamic tree network with non-uniform edge capacities in O(n log 2 n) time. Higashikawa et al. proposed an O(n log n) algorithm for a tree network with uniform edge capacities [10] .
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number of evacuees at the vertices) are unknown. Their model only assumes that the upper and lower bounds on those values are known. The objective is to find a solution which is as good as any other solution in the worst case, where the actual values are the most unfavorable.
Motivated by the 2011 earthquake in Japan, Cheng et al. [5] applied minmax regret optimization to the completion time 1-sink problem to model evacuation whose objective function is the completion time, and proposed an O(n log 2 n) time algorithm for dynamic flow path networks with uniform edge capacities. There has been a flurry of research activities on this problem since then. The initial result was soon improved to O(n log n), independently by Higashikawa et al. [8] and Wang [17] , and further to O(n) by Bhattacharya and Kameda [4] . Li et al. [14] propose an O(n 3 log n) time algorithm to find the minmax regret completion time 2-sink problem on dynamic flow path networks. For the k-sink version of the problem, Arumugam et al. [1] give two algorithms, which run in O(kn 3 log n) and O(kn 2 (log n) k ) time, respectively. As for dynamic flow tree networks with uniform edge capacities, Higashikawa et al. [10] propose an O(n 2 log 2 n) time algorithm for finding the minmax reget 1-sink. An O(n 3 log n) time algorithm for dynamic flow cycle networks with uniform edge capacities is reported by Xu and Li [18] .
The objective function we adopt in this paper is the aggregate evacuation time, i.e., the sum of the evacuation time of every evacuee, a.k.a. minsum [9] . It is equivalent to minimizing the mean evacuation time, and is motivated by the desire to minimize the transportation cost of evacuation and the total amount of psychological duress suffered by the evacuees, etc. It is more difficult than the completion time (a.k.a. minmax) variety because the objective cost function is not unimodal. It is shown by Benkoczi et al. [3] that an aggregate time ksink can be found in O(kn log 3 n) if edge capacities are uniform. Our aim in this paper is to determine an aggregate time sink that minimizes regret [2] . The main contribution of this paper to to improve the time complexity from O(n 3 ) in [2] to O(n 2 log n). We need to consider O(n 2 ) scenarios, which are called pseudobipartite scenarios [9] . We make use of two novel ideas. One is used in Sec. 4 to compute an aggregate time sink under each of the O(n 2 ) scenarios in amortized O(log n) time per sink. The other is used in Sec. 5 to compute the upper envelope of O(n 2 ) regret functions (with O(n 3 ) linear segments in total) in O(n 2 log n) time.
In the next section, we define the terms that are used throughout this paper. We also review some known facts which are relevant to later discussions. Sec. 3 introduces preprocessing which makes later operations more efficient. In Sec. 4 we show how to compute an aggregate time sink under scenarios that matter. We then compute in Sec. 5 the optimum sink that minimizes the max regret.
Preliminaries

Notations/definitions
Let P (V, E) denote a given path network, where we assume that the vertices in its vertex set V = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n } are arranged from left to right horizontally. For i = 1, . . . , n − 1, there is an edge e i = (v i , v i+1 ) ∈ E, whose length is denoted by d(e i ). We write p ∈ P for any point p that is either at a vertex or on an edge of P . For two points a, b ∈ P , we write a ≺ b or b a if a lies to the left of b. The distance between them is denoted by d(a, b). If a and/or b lies on an edge, the distance is prorated. The capacity (the upper limit on the flow rate in each edge) of each edge is c (persons per unit time), and the transit time per unit distance by τ .
In general, w(v i ) ∈ Z + (the set of the positive integers) refers to the weight of vertex v i , which represents the number of evacuees initially located at v i . Under scenario s, vertex v i has a weight w
, where w(v i ) (resp. w(v i )) is the lower (resp. upper) limit on w(v i ), satisfying 0 < w(v i ) ≤ w(v i ). We define the Cartesian product
Our objective function is the sum of the evacuation times of all the individual evacuees to point x.
More definitions:
Φ s L (x) the cost at x for the evacuees from the vertices on
where
Φ s R (x) the cost at x for the evacuees from the vertices on
: max regret at x s i the bipartite scenario under which w(v j ) = w(v j ) for all j ≤ i and w(v j ) = w(v j ) for all j > i, where 0 ≤ i ≤ n s i the bipartite scenario under which w(v j ) = w(v j ) for all j ≤ i and
Evacuation starts from all the vertices at the same time t = 0. Our model assumes that the evacuees at all the vertices start evacuation at the same time at the rate limited by the capacity (c persions per unit time) of the outgoing edge. It also assumes that all the evacuees at a non-sink vertex who were initially there or who arrive there later evacuate in the same direction (either to the left or to the right), i.e., the evacuee flow is confluent. We sometimes use the term "cost" to refer to the aggregate evacuation time of a group of evacuees to a certain destination point.
Our overall approach is as follows.
1. Compute {µ s | s ∈ S * }, where S * is defined in Sec. 4.1 and
. This step takes O(n 2 ) time.
Clusters
Given a point x ∈ P , which is not the sink, the evacuee flow at x toward the sink is a function of time, in general, alternating between no flow and flow at the rate of c (persons per unit time), which is the capacity of each edge. A maximal group of vertices that provide uninterrupted flow without any gap forms a cluster. Such a cluster observed on edge e k−1 = (v k−1 , v k ) arriving from right via v k is called an R s -cluster with respect to (any point on) e k−1 , including v k−1 . An L s -cluster with respect to e j = (v j , v j+1 ), including v j+1 , is similarly defined for evacuees arriving from left if the sink lies to the right of v j . If a cluster C contains a vertex v, the cluster is said to carry the evacuees from v. The first vertex of a cluster is called its front vertex.
-C s R,k : sequence of all R s -clusters w.r.t. e k−1 (k = 2, . . . , n). 
Intuitively, this means that when the evacuee from v i arrives at v h , all evacuees carried by C part, called the intra cost [3] , is the weighted waiting time before departure from the front vertex of C s R,k (v i ), and can be expressed as
Intuitively, (2) can be interpreted as follows. As far as the waiting and travel time is concerned, we may assume that all the λ(C s R,k (v i )) evacuees were at the front vertex of C 
. Note that the intra cost does not depend on x, as long as v k−1 x ≺ v k . To be exact, the ceiling function must be applied to (2), but we omit it for simplicity, and adopt (2) as our intra cost [5] .
The second part, called the extra cost [3] , is the total transit time from the front vertex of C s R,k (v i ) to x for all the evacuees carried by C s R,k (v i ), and can be expressed as
moving to the right, we similarly define its intra and extra costs for k = 1, . . . , n − 1, where
Similarly, for
When v k is clear from the context, or when there is no need to refer to it, we may write
). The aggregate of the evacuation times to x of all evacuees is given by
A point x that minimizes Φ s (x) is called a aggregate time sink, a.k.a. minsum sink, under s. An aggregate time sink shares the following property of a median [12] .
Lemma 1. [11]
Under any scenario there is an aggregate time sink at a vertex. Example 1. Consider an example path network in Fig. 1 , where a circle represents a vertex whose weight under some scenario s is shown in it, and the length of each edge is shown above it. The capacity of each edge is assumed to be c = 1. Let x denote the distance from v 1 , d(v 1 , x), as well as its position. Using (15), we obtain
for
The above example illustrates the fact that Φ s (x) is piecewise linear with discontinuities at the vertices. Observe that there is a negative spike at each vertex because its intra and extra cost contribution is absent, and that the minsum sink µ s is at a vertex, as stated in Lemma 1.
What is known
Lemma 2.
[9] For any given scenario s ∈ S,
Let v be a vertex and x be a point such that v ≺ x. We define a function
We have v = µ s under some scenario s in mind, since the regret function can be expressed as
Lemma 3.
[9] For a fixed pair x, v ∈ P , consider Γ s (x, v) as a funtion of s. Any local maximum of Γ s (x, v) occurs under scenario s under which an adjacent pair of clusters touches each other, forming a larger cluster.
A scenario s under which all vertices on the left (resp. right) of a vertex have the max (resp. min) weights is called an L-pseudo-bipartite scenario [9] . The vertex v b , where 1 ≤ b ≤ n, that may take an intermediate weight w
, is called the boundary vertex, a.k.a. intermediate vertex [9] . Let b(s) denote the index of the boundary vertex under scenario s. We consider the scenarios under which w(v b ) = w(v b ) and w(v b ) = w(v b ) also as special pseudobipartite scenarios, and in the former (resp. latter) case, either b(
. The vertices that have the maximum (resp. minmum) weights comprise the max-weighted part (resp. min-weighted part). We define an R-pseudo-bipartite scenario symmetrically with the maxweighted part and the min-weighted part reversed. As w(v b ) increases from w(v b ) to w(v b ), clusters may merge.
Weight w s (v b ) is said to be a critical weight, if two clusters with respect to any vertex merge as w(v b ) increases to become a scenario s. Let S * L (resp. S * R ) denote the set of the L-(resp. R-)pseudo-bipartite scenarios that correspond to the critical weights. Thus each scenario in S * L (resp. S * R ) can be specified by v b and
Lemma 4. [9]
(a) Each scenario in S is dominated at every point by a scenario in
, and all scenarios in S * can be determined in O(n 2 ) time.
If we use Lemma 2(b) to find a sink for every scenario in S * , then it takes O(n 3 ) time. We will design an algorithm to find them in sub-cubic time in Sec. 4, after some preparations in Sec. 3.
Clusters
Without loss of generality, we concentrate on R s -clusters, where s ∈ S * L . L sclusters and s ∈ S * R can be treated analogously.
and let u k,i be the front vertex of C
Preprocessing
Lemma 5. (a) For any scenario s ∈ S, the number of distinct clusters in {C Based on (4), we define
Computing the extra costs in (11) is relatively easy, because it is linear in λ(C). So let us try to compute intra costs efficiently. As part of preprocessing, we compute the prefix sum (from left) of the intra costs for the clusters under s M , and the prefix sum (from right) of the intra costs for the clusters under s 0 . To this end we cite the following lemma.
The following corollary follows easily from Lemmas 5 and 6.
. . , n}, and we can compute them in O(n) time.
R,k } we can compute the prefix sum of intra costs in O(n) time. Thus we can compute the prefix sums for all k in O(n 2 ) time.
we can compute them for j = 1, . . . , n in O(n 2 ) time. Similarly, ← − S s0 [v j ], the prefix sum from v n to v j under s 0 , can be computed for j = 1, . . . , n in O(n 2 ) time. From now on, we assume that we have computed all the data mentioned in Corollary 1, as well as these prefix sums.
Constructing S * As observed before each scenario s ∈ S * L can be specified by the boundary vertex v b and its weight w(v b ). But a cluster also has another parameter k, as can be seen from (9) . Let us organize this information by index k, and define
where b i ≥ k for each i and b 1 ≤ b 2 ≤ · · · hold. Here (b i , δ k,i ) ∈ ∆ R,k means that when w(v bi ) = δ k,i two R s -clusters w.r.t. e k−1 merge. Fig. 3(a) shows the first R-cluster under s M with respect to v k , i.e., C Fig. 3(b) shows R-clusters under s 0 with respect to v k , such that the last cluster
in Fig. 3 (b) ends in vertex v l , which is the last vertex of C
Let us start with the clusters in Fig. 3(b) and b = k. Suppose we increase w(v b ) by δ from w(v b ) until C s0 R,k (v k ) and the cluster on its right merge to form a single cluster. The value of δ can be obtained by solving
If it satisfies w(v k ) + δ < w(v k ), we can find it in constant time. Note that for , and we will have constructed ∆ R,k in (13) .
We formally present the above method to compute ∆ R,k as Algorithm 1. Clearly, each item (b j , δ k,j ) ∈ ∆ R,k in (13) corresponds to a scenario s j ∈ S * L in the following way.
Let S * L,k be the set of scenarios corresponding to the increments in ∆ R,k according to (15) . Note that under any s ∈ S * L,k , we have C
5 Note that subscript L of S * L means that the left side of v b is max-weighted, while the subscript R of ∆ R,k refers to R-clusters. 
Computing
Let us now turn our attention to the computation of the extra and intra costs at vertices at the time when a merger occurs, namely under the scenarios in S * L,k . While computing ∆ R,k as in Sec. 3.1, we can update the extra and intra costs at v k under the corresponding scenario in s ∈S * L,k as follows. When the first increment δ k,1 causes the merger of the first two clusters C 
Lemma 8.
Assume that all the data mentioned in Corollary 1 are available. Then under any given scenario s ∈ S * L , we can compute the following in constant time. Fig. 4 . Note that the cluster C Fig. 4(b) to that in Fig. 4(a) . This can be done by replacing the intra cost at v a in Fig. 4(b) by that in Fig. 4(a) .
There is another possibility that is not covered by Fig. 4 
. In this case, there is no vertex v a in Fig. 4 
Note that all this takes constant time under the assumption of the lemma.
(b) Note that we have for
and we can compute Φ It is possible that, as we increase the weight w(v b ), the sink may jump across v b from its right side to its left side, and vice versa, back and forth many times. We shall see how this can happen below.
By Lemma 8, for a given index b, we can compute 6 We first scan those costs at v i for i = b, b − 1, . . . , 1, and whenever we encounter a vertex with cost smaller than those we examined so far, we record the index of the vertex. Let I b L be the recorded index set. We then scan those costs at v i for i = b + 1, . . . , n, and whenever we encounter a vertex with cost smaller than those we examined so far, we the index of the vertex, and let I b R be the recorded index set. We now plot 
Therefore, the points plotted on the left (resp. right) side of v b get higher and higher as we approach v b from left (resp. right), as can be seen in Fig. 5 .
Note that for a vertex Fig. 5 indicates the amount of increase in the cost of the corresponding vertex when w(v b ) is increased by a certain amount. Note that the farther away a vertex is from v b , the more is the increase in the cost.
The following proposition follows from the above observations. ) that is immediately before (resp. after) i (resp. j). We perform binary search to find δ , taking O(log n) time, and insert (δ ; i − , j) (resp. (δ ; i, j + )) into H, again taking O(log n) time. 
Algorithm
Algorithm 2 is a formal description of our method to find a sink for each incre- Updating H L and H R takes O(log n) time per insertion/deletion, which will occur at most n times and costs O(n log n) time. All other steps take constant time.
Step 8 takes O(n) time.
For the R s -clusters w.r.t. e i−1 that lie to the right of C s R,i (v b ) and are not merged as a result of increase in w(v b ), the sum of their intra costs was already precomputed. We can similarly compute {µ s | s ∈ S * b ∩ S * R } in O(n log n) time. Running Algorithm 2 and its counterpart for S * R for b = 1, 2, . . . , n, we get Lemma 10. The sinks {µ s | s ∈ S * } can be computed in O(n 2 log n) time.
Minmax regret sink
Since we know the sinks {µ s | s ∈ S * } (Lemma 10), we proceed to compute the upper envelope for the O(n 2 ) regret functions {R
The minmax regret sink µ * is at the lowest point of this upper envelope.
Using binary search, find the smallest increment δ in ∆R such that Φ s(δ) (vi) ≥ Φ s(δ) (vj), and insert (i, j; δ) into a min-heap HL;
Using binary search, find the smallest increment δ in ∆R such that In Phase 1, we successively merge regret functions, spending amortized O(log n) time per regret function. Thus the total time for a given b is O(n log n) and the total time for all k is O(n 2 log n). In Phase 2, we then compute the upper envelope for the resulting O(n) regret functions with a total of O(n 2 ) linear segments. To implement Phase 1, we first prove the following lemma in the Appendix. We divide each regret function in {R s (x) | s ∈ S * b } into two parts: left of v b and right of v b . We then find the upper envelope for the left set and right set separately. Note that each R s (x) has O(n) bending points, since they bend only at vertices. Taking the max of two such functions may add one extra bending point on an edge, so the total bending points in the upper bound is still O(n).
By definition we have
Note that the second term in (17) is independent of position x. Lemma 11 implies s (x) in Lemma 12 intersect at point X to the right of v b , then we have R s (x) ≥ R s (x) holds for x X, and we can ignore R s (x) for x X. After the if−else, Algorithm 3 ignores the regret function that was processed, which is also justified by Lemma 11. Mark R s (x) as "processed."
Main theorem
Since O( n b=1 |S * b | log n) = O(n 2 log n), Lemma 13 implies Lemma 14. The upper envelope max s∈S * R s (x) has O(n 2 ) linear segments, and can be computed in O(n 2 log n) time.
Hershberger [7] showed that the upper envelope of m line segments can be computed in O(m log m) time. We can use his mothod to compute the global upper envelope in O(n 2 log n) time. So far we didn't pay any attention to the spikes at vertices. Divide the problem in two subproblems: optimal sink is on an edge, and at a vertex. Compare the two solutions and pick the better one. In addition to Lemma 14, we should evaluate the maximum cost at each vertex. The minmax regret sink is at the point with the minimum of these maximum costs. Corollary 1 and Lemmas 4, 10 and 14 imply our main result. Theorem 1. The minmax regret sink on a dynamic path network can be computed in O(n 2 log n) time.
Conclusion
We presented an O(n 2 log n) time algorithm for finding the minmax regret aggregate time sink on dynamic path networks with uniform edge capacities, which improves upon the previously most efficient O(n 3 ) time algorithm in [9] . This was achieved by two novel methods. One was used to compute 1-sinks under the O(n 2 ) pseudo-bipartite scenarios in amortized O(log n) time per scenario, and the other was used to compute the upper envelope of O(n 2 ) regret functions in O(n 2 log n) time. Note that O(n 2 ) regret functions have O(n 3 ) linear segments. Future research topics include solving the minmax regret problem for aggregate time sink for more general networks such as trees.
